"Bov-A-Mura® Liquid Organic Fertilizer and Ferromec® Liquid Iron have helped tremendously on rooting and development from seed and sod, plus giving rapid response when turf is stressed or losing color. I wouldn't want to work without them."

— Ed Mangan

Field Director
Atlanta Braves

HOW TO GET & KEEP ATHLETIC TURF
WEED FREE, DARK GREEN, HEALTHIER

- Enhance safety and playability
- Minimize disease problems
- Reduce mowing, trimming
- Alleviate localized dry spots
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The Super Bowl, Championship playoffs and award-winning fields all around the country have an advantage you should know about: Gordon’s Professional Turf and Ornamental products. They can help make you and your turf look good!

Get our booklet and discover how you can save labor and money with new innovative products such as Embarks® Lite turf growth regulator, Dyclomec® landscaping herbicide and more.

ED MANGAN
Field Director
Atlanta Braves

Trimec, Ferromec, Dyclomec
VIKINGS FIELD
N. Lebanon H.S.
North Lebanon, PA

Trimec, Ferromec, Dyclomec
Purdy Intramural Fields
VANDERBILT UNIV.
Nashville, TN

Trimec, Ferromec
Soccer Field
BETHEL COLLEGE
North Newton, KS

Ferromec, Bov-A-Mura
LEGION FIELD
Parks & Rec. Dept.
Marshall, MN

Ferromec, Bov-A-Mura, Embark PGR
DAVIS FIELD
Apache Junction H.S.
Apache Junction, AZ

Trimec® is a registered trademark of PBI/Gordon Corporation.
Fine Lawn Research, Inc.
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ON THE COVER: Property maintained, golf cars are real money makers for courses around the country. Photo courtesy Yamaha Golf Cars.
Most utility vehicles are swell, provided your cargo fits perfectly in a four-foot box at all times. A quick reality check tells us that’s just not the case. We can help.

We’ve designed our Yamaha hauler with real life in mind. That’s why we made it a convertible. Its easily removable sides disappear in a scant 90 seconds, giving you all the loading freedom of a flatbed. Or leave the sides on and fold down the tailgate. Or leave it all up. Or one side up and one side down. You get the idea. All conveniences aside, this is a lot more than a souped-up golf car. Here’s proof: channel-over-tube frame design to support additional payload, stiffer coil springs and heavy-duty shocks for added durability, more dogs in the forward/reverse clutch and larger transmission, more rugged braking system for greater loads. And that’s just a start. The heavy rear axle spline diameter for more reliable duty wrap-around, shock-mounted front steel bumper and Metton molded polymer front cowl give you extra protection against obstacles that might cross, or fall into, your path. And the frame-mounted trailer hitch lets you add even more haul to your Yamaha hauler. So, if you’re looking for a utility vehicle you can truly utilize, go ahead and give us a call. We’ll hook you up with a dealer who can get you better acquainted with the utility vehicle whose name says it all.

Yamaha hauler can haul a lot of stuff.

For more information and your nearest dealer, call 1-800-852-6544 Ext. 215
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STMA Fire Rages At St. Elmo’s

There were 15 of us, jammed around a long table between other long tables, on a crisp December night at St. Elmo’s Steak House in Indianapolis. Each of us squared-off against a steak that was not “man-sized,” but men-sized. In most cases, the steak won.

We came to Indianapolis for the Sports Turf Managers Association’s Annual Conference. We came with common goals—to learn, to share ideas, to help build the organization. We came to give and gain.

Seated at the table that night was a cross-section of the association’s driving forces. STMA Stalwarts like Mike Schiller and Richard Caton talked turkey (but ordered beef). “New guard” leaders like Bill Whirty and Scott Gaunky shared war stories. Outgoing commercial board member and potential game show host Larry Perotti held court at one end of the table, across from a contemplative Dr. Henry Indyk, while President-Elect Greg Petry, at the other end, quietly surveyed the scene with a look of pride.

You probably don’t know most of these people. Neither did I when I first sat down with them. And it didn’t matter because there was an atmosphere in the group that night, one thick with camaraderie and an anything-is-possible attitude. I’m told that when STMA founder Harry Gill was alive, such nights were common.

STMA hasn’t simply been thrown into the wringer since it first began—it’s been hung out to dry and pressed with a red hot iron. It has faced growing pains that would have extinguished most fledgling organizations, set-backs that easily could have caused even its most tenacious supporters to surrender. Yet STMA survived.

There are still developmental mountains to scale, despite the strong footholds established in 1992. Building an association is a long, thankless job, a labor of love that requires an undying fire in the bellies of its leaders and members.

From what I saw at St. Elmo’s on that crisp December night, and throughout the 1992 conference, that fire is alive and well.

And contagious.

Matthew Trulio
Editor's Note: Beginning in February, 1993, sportsTURF will feature a monthly column called "Doc's Dugout." Authored by Dr. Kent Kurtz, professor of turfgrass management at California Polytechnic University, Pomona, and former executive director of the Sports Turf Managers Association, the column will tackle real-world sports turf management problems and offer practical solutions.

We could not be more pleased that Dr. Kurtz has volunteered for this monthly mission. His experience, knowledge, and wisdom—not too mention his good humor—will certainly enhance this magazine, as well as the profession itself.

It is a real pleasure to resurrect "Doc's Dugout," a column I enjoyed writing for the STMA newsletter when the organization was headquartered in California.

My life and involvement with the sports turf industry during the past four years might well be compared to the winter dormancy of warm season grasses. In these grasses, dormancy is initiated under high light intensity and when temperatures fall below 55 degrees F for consecutive days or nights. The green pigment in the leaves, known as chloroplast, is metabolically disrupted by the interaction of light and temperature. The plant turns brown, thus subjecting the turf surface to excessive wear because there is no growth or recovery potential.

As environmental conditions improve in the spring, this quiescent period ends and a transition period is initiated. The result is rejuvenation, green-up, and new life for warm season turf.

In effect, I have been "dormant" since stepping down in early 1989 as STMA's executive director, due to the illness and eventual death of my wife, Patricia. However, I have worked through my own transition period and presently am ready and willing to once again give the sports turf industry the impetus and nudge it onward and upward.

Viewed from a distance, the sports turf industry appears to have lost some of the momentum and enthusiasm so apparent in the late 1980s. This may be due in part to the weak economy, but possibly also because of the loss or retirement of several dedicated and tireless leaders such as Dr. Fred Grau, Harry Gill, Jack Murray, and Eliot Roberts. I am very concerned for the future of this industry and, for this reason, will work closely with my long-time friend, Bruce Shank, and sportsTURF editor, Matt Trulio, to help turn things around and rejuvenate the dream we all once had of achieving recognition, professionalism, and a quality product.

My goal is to help each and every sports turf manager out there in need of guidance and support provide safe, high-quality fields for today's athletes. It is a pleasure to be back and once again share my knowledge, experience, and friendship.

Kent Kurtz
Golf car fleets are among the largest and most reliable sources of income for golf courses. The fees they generate from rentals can significantly impact operational budgets and affect overall course revenues.

Just as with other machines, routine care and common sense affect their reliability. Even if out-of-pocket repair expenses are covered by warranty, properly maintained cars can minimize the inconvenience associated with a breakdown or other repair. Preventive maintenance should be a high priority for every fleet operator.

The specific gravity of both gas and electric batteries should be measured every three months with a hydrometer, which extracts electrolyte from the cell. Read the hydrometer at eye level with liquid surface.